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Today’s healthcare facilities record and maintain massive amounts of data, ranging from 
potentially sensitive medical information to payment data and beyond. The time, resources and 
costs involved with handling data management in-house can add up quickly, which is why more 
healthcare facilities are beginning to make the switch to outsourced data management services. 
What Is Healthcare Provider Data Management? 
Specifically, healthcare provider data management services allow essential processes to be 
handled by a qualified third party rather than in-house. This includes the secure storage of 
provider records, as well as credentialing and other key functions. In some cases, these 
providers may also handle record request handling. 
Benefits of Outsourcing Provider Data Management 
There are many benefits to outsourcing provider data management, ranging from greater cost 
effectiveness to improved patient focus. For healthcare facility managers and other 
administrators who are looking for a viable alternative to in-house data management, here are 
just a few of the most notable advantages outsourcing has to offer. 
Cut Down on Costs 
Manually entering and maintaining patient information in-house can be costly in a number of 
ways. For starters, full-time administrative staff must often be retained to handle these manual 
and time-consuming tasks. From there, ongoing training costs must also be incurred. Combine 
all of this with the expenses related to physically and digitally storing/hosting data—and it’s easy 
to see how quickly things can add up. 
By making the switch to a third-party data management provider, healthcare facilities can cut 
down on their own operating costs without sacrificing data management or security. 
Focus on Patient Care 
When there’s a dedicated team off-site to handle all things related to data management and 
recordkeeping, healthcare providers and administrators can focus more on what matters most: 
providing the highest standard of patient care possible. Staff can spend less time on tedious, 
manual tasks (such as Medicare/Medicaid revalidations and commercial payer updates) and 
more time ensuring that patients receive the quality service they deserve at all stages of the 
process. 
Switching to third-party data management services can also enhance the patient experience by 
maximizing accuracy and making it easier for patients to access their own records quickly and 
reliably. 
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Ensure Regulatory Compliance 
Healthcare practices are faced with complex and serious regulatory compliance standards that 
can make data management even more of a challenge. This is especially true when it comes to 
following the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), which sets strict 
standards and regulations for how patient data is stored, retrieved and shared. 
By outsourcing healthcare provider data management services, these facilities can spend less 
time worrying about regulatory compliance issues and rest assured that all of this is being 
handled on their behalf by highly trained and experienced professionals. These are experts who 
are well versed in the ins and outs of HIPAA and any other regulations that may impact the 
facility. 
Enjoy Customized Services 
In many cases, provider data management companies can also provide customized services to 
take additional time and cost burdens off of a medical practice. This may include customized 
review services, which allows practice owners to determine exactly which services they wish to 
pay for. This, in turn, avoids spending money on services that aren’t needed and optimizes the 
facility’s budget. 
Where to Begin with Outsourcing Provider Data Management Services 
These are just a few of the many potential advantages healthcare facilities can enjoy when they 
make the switch from in-house data management to an outsourced option. 
Of course, with so many different provider data management services out there, choosing the 
right one can feel like a challenge. Ultimately, it all boils down to exploring the different features 
and services that are included with each plan (as well as options that may cost extra) and 
aligning those with the needs of the facility as much as possible. 
Ideally, facility owners should also choose a platform that will assist in all aspects of integrating 
to a third-party data management service. The transition process can present some unique 
challenges, so having a team to assist with every step of the process can ensure that the 
transition goes as smoothly as possible. 
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